
Sintana Energy Ranked #1 Energy Company on 

2024 TSX Venture 50 List Amid Major Light Oil 

Discoveries in Namibia's Orange Basin 
 

 

 

The complete list of all companies in each sector can be found here: 

 

https://money.tmx.com/en/venture50 

 

This story was immediately picked up by several news organizations. Sintana CEO Robert Bose comments on 

Sintana’s progress can be found in the following video:  

https://share.vidyard.com/watch/q3yCnmBh7q48Py2vTYLbhS 

 

 

 

Other links to this story: 

 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/sintana-energy-ranked-1-energy-123000637.html?guccounter=1 

 

https://miningandenergy.com.na/namibia-oil-discoveries-propel-sintana-to-top-spot-in-tsxv-2024-venture-50-

ranking/?amp=1 

 

https://bnnbreaking.com/finance-nav/sintana-energy-a-beacon-of-success-in-namibias-orange-basin 

https://money.tmx.com/en/venture50
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/q3yCnmBh7q48Py2vTYLbhS
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/sintana-energy-ranked-1-energy-123000637.html?guccounter=1
https://miningandenergy.com.na/namibia-oil-discoveries-propel-sintana-to-top-spot-in-tsxv-2024-venture-50-ranking/?amp=1
https://miningandenergy.com.na/namibia-oil-discoveries-propel-sintana-to-top-spot-in-tsxv-2024-venture-50-ranking/?amp=1
https://bnnbreaking.com/finance-nav/sintana-energy-a-beacon-of-success-in-namibias-orange-basin


 

Source: Marine Traffic - https://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/home/shipid:419181/zoom:10 

 

 

After making two major discoveries at Mopane-1X, the Hercules rig arrived at the Mopane-2X drill site on 

February 12, 2024. It is being supplied from Walvis Bay, Namibia, by three support vessels including the Sea 

Goldcrest, Songa Discoverer, and Seacor Ohio (not pictured above and currently en route to Walvis Bay for 

supplies). Shortly thereafter, Upstream Online reported that Mopane-2X was spud: 

 

https://www.upstreamonline.com/exploration/galp-spuds-appraisal-well-on-potential-giant-discovery-in-

namibia/2-1-1600033 

 

Sintana press releases regarding discoveries at Mopane-1X can be found here: 

 

1st Discovery (January 10, 2024): https://sintanaenergy.com/news-release/pel-83-exploration-campaign-

update-mopane-1x-significant-light-oil-discovery/ 

 

2nd Discovery (January 26, 2024: https://sintanaenergy.com/news-release/pel-83-exploration-campaign-

update-second-significant-light-oil-discovery-at-mopane-1x/ 

https://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/home/shipid:419181/zoom:10
https://www.upstreamonline.com/exploration/galp-spuds-appraisal-well-on-potential-giant-discovery-in-namibia/2-1-1600033
https://www.upstreamonline.com/exploration/galp-spuds-appraisal-well-on-potential-giant-discovery-in-namibia/2-1-1600033
https://sintanaenergy.com/news-release/pel-83-exploration-campaign-update-mopane-1x-significant-light-oil-discovery/
https://sintanaenergy.com/news-release/pel-83-exploration-campaign-update-mopane-1x-significant-light-oil-discovery/
https://sintanaenergy.com/news-release/pel-83-exploration-campaign-update-second-significant-light-oil-discovery-at-mopane-1x/
https://sintanaenergy.com/news-release/pel-83-exploration-campaign-update-second-significant-light-oil-discovery-at-mopane-1x/


 

 

 
Sintana Energy holds a 4.9% carried interest in PEL 83 (Operator Galp with two columns of light oil discovered), a 

4.9% interest in PEL 90 (operator Chevron with 10 wells permitted and scheduled for drilling in Q4 2024), and a 

7.35% carried interest in PEL 87 (Woodside has the option of becoming the operator of this block and is expected 

to begin drilling in Q4 2023) 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

Following major discoveries by Shell and TotalEnergies in Namibia’s Orange Basin, Chevron, Woodside 

Energy, and Galp Energia are preparing to spud multiple wells over the next year. 

 

Sintana Energy Inc. is an oil and natural gas exploration company. It is engaged in petroleum and natural gas 

exploration and development activities in five large onshore and offshore petroleum exploration licenses in 

Namibia, as well as in Colombia's Middle Magdalena Basin. Its primary assets are held through its 49% 

interest in Inter Oil (Pty) Ltd. and its subsidiary Custos Energy. 

 



This post is broken down into the following parts: 

 

1 – Stock Information 

2 – Latest Investor Presentation 

3 – How recent press releases have had an impact on Sintana’s share price. 

4 – Why a discovery in the Orange Basin would have an enormous impact on Sintana’s share price. 

5 – Commentary by Malcolm Graham-Wood – “… a beast of a discovery …” 

6 – Interview with Sintana President Robert Bose 

7 - Pancontinental webinar provides overview of the Orange Basin activities 

8 – Interview with Auctus Advisors founding partner Stephane Foucaud 

9 – Namibia Overview and Orange Basin Discoveries by Shell and TotalEnergies 

10 – Multiple leases, multiple opportunities, and multiple lines of defense 

11 – The Hercules drilling platform and its ETA at Walvis Bay, Namibia 

 

 

STOCK INFORMATION 

 

Sintana trades on the Canadian TSXV exchange under the symbol SEI and the United States OTC exchange 

under the ticker SEUSF. 

 

On the Canadian exchange, warrants are traded under ticker SEI-WT. These warrants have an exercise price 

of $0.25 and an expiry date of March 8, 2024. 

 

INVESTOR PRESENTATION 

 

Although this post includes several slides, the best way to get a complete view of the investor presentation 

which can be found here: 

 

SINTANA JANUARY 2023 INVESTOR PRESENTATION 

 

https://sintanaenergy.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/sintana_corp_presentation_feb-24.pdf 

 

SHARE PRICE INCREASES BASED ON RECENT PRESS RELEASES OF DISCOVERIES 
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A DISCOVERY IN THE ORANGE BASIN COULD HAVE AN ENORMOUS IMPACT ON SINTANA’S SHARE 

PRICE 

 

In the Orange Basin alone, Sintana, through it’s 49% interest in Inter Oil, holds a 4.9%  interest in PEL 90 

(Chevron), a 7.3% interest in PEL 87 (Woodside), and a 4.9% interest in PEL 83 (Galp). It is very important to 

note that in all three cases, the interest is in the form of “carried interest,” meaning that Inter Oil and Sintana 

will not be required to pay for drilling costs up-front, which is substantial. 

 

 

 

 

 

While these percentages may appear small, they are definitely not small when considering the market 

capitalization of Sintana which, at the time of writing, stood at $88 million (US$). For this reason, any 

discoveries that are similar to those made by Shell and TotalEnergies will have a huge impact on Sintana’s 

share price. Consider the following table (dated 10/27/23): 

 

 

 

 



 

MALCOLM GRAHAM-WOOD COMMENTARY ON “MALCY’S BLOG” 

 

 

“… this is a ‘beast’ of a discovery which has truly blown the model …” 

 

https://www.malcysblog.com/2024/01/oil-price-namibia-galp-eco-impact-sintana-trinity-molecular/ 

 

INTERVIEW WITH SINTANA PRESIDENT ROBERT BOSE 

 

 

Sintana president Robert Bose provides an update regarding exploration in Namibia’s prolific Orange Basin 

 

Following two major discoveries at Mopane-1X, Sintana president Robert Bose has provided an update on the 

deployment of the Hercules rig which will be drilling it’s next well at Mopane-2X. This update coincides with 

TotalEnergies discovery at the Magnetti-1X well in the nearby PEL 90 block in the Namibian offshore Orange 

Basin. 

 

This video can be found here on the Proactive Investors web site: 

 

https://www.proactiveinvestors.com/companies/news/1040216/sintana-energy-ceo-confirms-2nd-significant-

light-oil-discovery-at-mopane-1x-1040216.html 

 

It can also be found here on YouTube: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=011qyQMu9zQ&t=22s 

 

https://www.malcysblog.com/2024/01/oil-price-namibia-galp-eco-impact-sintana-trinity-molecular/
https://www.proactiveinvestors.com/companies/news/1040216/sintana-energy-ceo-confirms-2nd-significant-light-oil-discovery-at-mopane-1x-1040216.html
https://www.proactiveinvestors.com/companies/news/1040216/sintana-energy-ceo-confirms-2nd-significant-light-oil-discovery-at-mopane-1x-1040216.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=011qyQMu9zQ&t=22s


 

The recent announcement of the TotalEnergies discovery at Magnetti_1X by Upstream Online can be found 

here: 

 

UPSTREAM ONLINE - TotalEnergies makes fresh oil discovery in Namibia’s ‘golden’ block - French 

supermajor's latest probe in Orange basin finds hydrocarbons and offers bonus at deeper level 

 

https://archive.is/hREkp 

 

 

PANCONTINENTAL WEBINAR (11/28/2023) 

 

In this webinar, Pancontinental executive chairman Ernie Myers provides an excellent overview of their stake in 

PEL 87 in addition to activity in the other five blocks in the Orange Basin. 

 

 

 

 

Investor Stream Webinar Series: Pancontinental Energy NL (ASX: PCL) Investor Webinar 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XKH4S76Qqw 
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ANALYSIS BY STEPHANE FOUCAD 

 

 

 

In the following video, Stephane Foucaud, founding partner of Auctus Advisors LLP, explains how the present 

value of these leases for Sintana could range from $200 million to $300 million per block. Although he does not 

state this specifically, it is logical to assume that, based on the massive discoveries made by Shell and 

TotalEnergies, he is assigning a value of $200 million for the blocks where Sintana holds a 4.9% interest and 

$300 million for the block where Sintana holds a 7.35% interest. If this holds true and all discoveries are made, 

it implies a market capitalization value for Sintana of $700 million, which is eleven times higher than the current 

market capitalization. Furthermore, there is the value of the other leases held by Sintana in onshore Namibia, 

offshore Namibia, and Columbia. Finally, these Orange Basin resources are only based on a few wells. 

TotalEnergies is devoting half of their exploration budget towards this basin and expects to have ten wells 

drilled by the end of 2025, so these reserves could increase significantly. 

 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/sintana-energy-investors-getting-exposure-102914272.html 

 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/sintana-energy-investors-getting-exposure-102914272.html


 

NAMIBIA OVERVIEW AND RECENT DISCOVERIES BY SHELL AND TOTALENERGIES 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The following table provides a listing of wells drilled by Shell and TotalEnergies. To date, both have achieved a 

very high rate of success. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SINTANA INTEREST IN O&G LEASES 

 

Oil and gas exploration investing is inherently risky. Despite some of the latest technology, rates of success for 

drilling can range from 25%-30%. With the right geologists and 3D seismic, these success rates can be higher. 

This was demonstrated by Shell and TotalEnergies who had only two wells that did not demonstrate 

commercial quantities of hydrocarbons, even though their successful targets resulted in massive discoveries. 

 

Sintana does not need all of these leases to be successful. One “hit” could cause significant share price 

appreciation. Galp is starting with two wells which are scheduled to be spud by the Hercules rig in the middle of 

November 2023. If this fails to discover commercial quantities of hydrocarbons, there are several “lines of 

defense” that will support the share price including their second well, Chevron’s well in Q2 2024, Woodside’s 

well in Q2 2024, the onshore interest in northern Namibia near the block where ReconAfrica has discovered a 

working petroleum system, the offshore lease in the Namibian Walvis Basin (below a block held by 

ExxonMobil), and the unconventional lease held in Columbia. 

 

PEL 87 – NAMIBIA’S ORANGE BASIN - GALP ENERGIA 

 

This is certainly going to generate attention in Sintana simply because it is going to be the first Sintana block 

that is going to be drilled in the Orange Basin. Currently, the Hercules rig is en route to Walvis bay and should 

arrive by 11/3/23. This is a two-well campaign, so the rig will be in the basin for at least four months. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Despite having the lowest market capitalization, and highest risk considering the approximate $100 million 

expense drilling these wells, they do not appear interested in ceding any additional portion of their lease. In a 

sign that many view as bullish, Upstream Online reported the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

PEL 90 – NAMIBIA’S ORANGE BASIN - CHEVRON CORPORATION (SUPERMAJOR) 

 

This play is exciting not only because of the number of geological structures in the block, but also because of 

the experience of Chevron as an exploration company. Drilling will begin in Q2 2024. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PEL 87 – NAMIBIA’S ORANGE BASIN - WOODSIDE ENERGY 

 

 

This is a very interesting play that will spud in Q2 2024. Not only does it include the Saturn superfan formation, 

it is also a block where Sintana holds a 7.35% carried interest, a rate that is 50% higher than those held in the 

Galp and Chevron blocks. 

 

 

 

The following diagram shows the size of the Saturn Superfan compared to others in Namibia, Ghana, and 

Brazil. 

 



 

 

PEL 103 – ONSHORE NAMIBIA 

 

Sintana has a block in onshore Namibia directly below blocks held by ReconAfrica and Elephant oil. Currently, 

only ReconAfrica has undertaken significant exploration activities by running extensive 2D seismic and eFTG, 

a new technology from Lockheed Martin’s Skunkworks designed to hunt Soviet submarines that was recently 

declassified. 

Because Sintana does not have any information on this block, they (along with Elephant Oil, which is currently 

going through the IPO phase) have relied on the exploration activities of ReconAfrica. ReconAfrica is another 

penny stock that trades on the Canada TSXV stock exchange under ticker RECO and the United States OTC 

exchange under ticker RECAF. 

 

 

 

 

 

ReconAfrica has drilled three stratigraphic exploration wells and all of them have confirmed a working 

petroleum system. Furthermore, they have run extensive 2D seismic over their leas area in addition to eFTG 

surveys which provide seven layers of Enhanced Full Tensor Gradiometry. These surveys suggest that the 

Damara Fold Belt play may extend into the blocks held by Elephant Oil and Sintana in addition to the 

Waterberg Basin. 

 



 

 

 



PEL 82 – WALVIS BASIN 

 

This basin is south of another basin leased by ExxonMobil off the northern coast of Namibia. 

 

 

 

 

VMM-37 – COLUMBIA’S MAGDALENA BASINS 

 

The Magdalena basin is an onshore unconventional (fracking) play that shares similarities with the Eagle Ford 

play in the United States. 

 

 



 

 

HERCULES RIG 

 

The Hercules is a semi-submersible rig that will be used by Galp to drill two wells in PEL 87. The rig is owned 

and operated by SFL Corporation which announced the contract in May 2023. The contract is for one well plus 

one optional well. The first well, Mopane-1X, reported two major light oil discoveries and the rig recently spud 

Mopane-2X. After reaching total depth, the rig will return to Mopane-1X to perform a drill stem test (DST). The 

drill stem tests should be complete by the end of March 2024. 

 

 

 

The Orange Basin is currently seeing a significant amount of activity. Currently, there are four rigs in the region. 

In addition, there are several support vessels carrying out 3D seismic activity. 

 

 


